Tempered Glass Backboard

Mammoth’s 60-inch x 38-inch backboard gives you the look, feel and power of the pro game! Tempered glass and hardened black steel are fused together to withstand the harshest elements.

Extension Arms

Colossal steel extension arms provide superior backboard support and a lengthy 36” span from the front of the pole to the backboard creates plenty of room under the basket for the most heated battles.

Spring-Flex Rim

Mammoth’s heavy-duty Spring-Flex Rim is built to take the abuse of a ferocious dunk. This breakaway-style rim features a wraparound brace supporting a 5/8-inch ring of solid steel. Includes all-weather nylon net.

Rapid-Cam™ Height Adjust

Fast, balanced, solid and safe! Mammoth’s height adjustment mechanism lets you raise and lower the massive pro-styled backboard with one hand in seconds.

Pole

The 5-inch one-piece pole is in front of the anchor-plate to minimize wobble and vibration. Our pole-anchoring system has a unique bolt-down design that allows for precision leveling and straight-forward uninstallation.